Application instructions for your vinyl boat letters:
1. Clean the surface thoroughly with a soft cloth and cleaning solution to remove oils,
dirt, etc. Glass cleaner or alcohol work well.

2. With yardstick draw a straight line from edge to edge along bottom of vinyl boat letters

3. Measure the length of your boat letters and find the center. Mark a vertical line on the
boat letters.

4. Position your vinyl boat letters on the transom where you would like them with
masking tape tabs along the top.

Step back and take a look. At this point you are just determining the placement of the
boat letters to see where you want them.

5. Mark on transom where bottom line of boat letters will be. Just mark one end.

6. Remove the vinyl boat letters and place them in a safe spot.
7. Find the center-line on transom and draw vertical line.

8. Measure on left & right, equal distance down, from top edge of boat to mark where
bottom of vinyl boat letters will be. Draw horizontal line with Stabilo pencil.

9. Tape the vinyl boat letters into position with masking tape, making sure to match
horizontal and vertical lines.

10. When you are satisfied with the positioning, apply a horizontal tape "hinge" along the
top edge of the vinyl boat letters over the tape tabs.

If your vinyl letters are more than 12" in length, we recommend that you make cuts in
between letters approximately 12" apart. This will make application much easier.

11. Hinge your first section of lettering up and remove the paper backing to expose the
adhesive back of the letter.

12. While holding the lettering out to avoid contact with the transom, apply firm pressure
with the edge of your squeegee (hard plastic applicator enclosed with your order) starting
at top and working outward toward each edge. Be careful to let the adhesive letters touch
only as the squeegee presses it against the surface. Continue in the same manner across
each section of the hinged vinyl letters.

13. Resqueegie over entire name.

14. Starting at the corner slowly peel each section of the tape that covers the vinyl letters
back and flush against the surface of the transom. Do not pull straight out from the
transom. Letters may pull off.

15. Use window cleaner to remove water soluble pencil markings.

Step back and take a look at how great your boat looks!

